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We all know that shopping for Plus Size clothing isn’t easy – not if you want

to look and feel fabulous. But we’ve got helpful hints that can make your

shopping trips more fun, and your closet full of clothes you actually want to

wear. Sounds too good to be true, right? Read on, and let us know if we’ve

left anything out!
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Measure Yourself
You can’t be 100% accurate when

measuring yourself, but you can get

close enough for shopping. If you can

get a friend to measure you, even

better. If you can get a professional

tailor to measure you (or find a super

cool technology

(http://abbeypost.com/find-your-fit) that

can do it) that’s even better-er!

Once you have an idea what your waist, hip and bust measurements are,

you can look at a retailer’s sizing charts. Women’s clothing sizes are arbitrary

(http://consumerist.com/2012/01/26/why-womens-clothing-sizes-will-never-

make-any-damn-sense/), inconsistent and infuriating, but those charts are

there to help you figure out where you fit in a particular company’s sizing

system. It’s so much easier to shop when you know what size you should be

looking for.

And when you’re shopping online, ordering clothes in the right size can cut

down on returns and save you a fortune in shipping costs. Which you can

then spend on more clothes. Win!

Take a Measuring Tape to the Store
Contrary to what 99.9% of women believe, the measuring tape is not evil,

and there’s nothing to fear. In fact, it can be your BFF. Why? When you’re

hitting the mall, there’s no need to take three sizes of the same top into the

dressing room with you. Measure clothes that you already own in a few

critical spots – hips for pants, the back from shoulder to shoulder for jackets,

bust and waist for tops. Or just estimate based on your body measurements.
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Then measure clothes among the racks before you take them into the

dressing room. That way, you’ll be trying on clothes that have a chance of

fitting.

Blame the Clothes, Not Yourself
We’ve all tried on five pairs of jeans or six dresses only to discover that none

of them fit or look flattering. You had such hope going into the dressing

room, and then feel defeated as you leave empty-handed. You want to wail,

“what’s wrong with me that nothing fits?”

But it’s not your fault. Unless your clothes are custom-made

(http://abbeypost.com/made-to-measure), they’re made to fit a “fit model”

with specific proportions (http://modelingwisdom.com/plus-size-modeling-

2/a-guide-to-plus-size-modeling-modeling-wisdom). Those proportions bear

very little resemblance to the average woman. For instance, most fit models

for Plus Size are a size 12–which isn’t even a Plus Size. They’re also about

Take your new BFF to the mall. Seriously!
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5’9″ or taller, whereas the average American woman is 5’4″.  The truth is,

over 80% of women don’t resemble these fit models at all, so finding plus

size clothing that fits can feel like a pretty frustrating treasure hunt. A century

ago, when department stores began selling ready to wear clothing, people

didn’t think it would work – because every woman is shaped differently

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Female_body_shape). And it doesn’t really work

– we just accept ill-fitting clothes because that’s what the store has.

The Tailor is Your Friend
Unless your clothes are custom made to your measurements,

(http://abbeypost.com/made-to-measure) everything you buy is likely to be

too big here, but just right there. But you deserve clothes that fit you

properly. You’ll be more comfortable and your clothes will be more flattering

This lovely image is courtesy of @MsDianeKennedy
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– even plus size clothes. You’ll be happier and more stylish when your

clothes fit well (http://abbeypost.com/blog/plus-size-women-almost-always-

look-fantastic/).

Know What You Like
If you prefer dresses (http://abbeypost.com/blog/four-good-reasons-need-

black-dress-one-bad-reason/) to separates, then don’t waste time looking at

skirts and tunics. If you wear pants most of the time, then own that and shop

accordingly. Don’t look at skirts you’re never going to wear. Do turtlenecks

make your chest look huge? Walk right past them. You need to save your

energy for trying on clothes that you might actually buy.

With planning and a good attitude, shopping for plus size clothing online and

in person can be a breeze. Or at least less frustrating!

What are some of your favorite tips for Plus Size shopping, online or in

stores? Leave us a comment!
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